
'Smart' Data that 
Drives Business 
Results
Smart data delivers powerful analytics, providing a 
data driven workforce competency approach to 
executing strategy and building a brand.
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The Business Problem
CEOs are concerned that workforce challenges might impact 
the companies bottom line, through 'insufficient leadership 
talent', 'lack of alignment between individual and business 
objectives' and 'low employee satisfaction levels'

Economist Intelligent Unit 'CEO perspectives 'How HR can take on a bigger role in driving growth' 

Data overload is one of the main obstacles to measuring 
workforce effectiveness, including 'unavailability of data',  
and 'untimely data'. This is becoming more problematic 
with access to even more 'big data' 



What CEOs worry about?
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These interlink, yet 'big data' does not show us how! 



The Solution 'Smart Data' not 'Big Data'
1.

Smart data provides a agile and insightul data driven approach 
to developing talent, in alignment with business objectives

2.

Smart data offers real-time data that connects the hearts and 
minds of the workforce to the vision and goals of the business 

3.

Smart data shows how each workforce layer impacts 
the other, from 'C' suite to front facing staff 

4. Smart data makes effective use of development 
budgets, by linking results to development plans 
and providing a ROI on interventions



The Result
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Smart data is the missing link, for efficiency...
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